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 I want to say that in all these TELUGU proverbs, their intention was to describe some actions or feelings so that people should
understand this very well. So let's take a common proverb of all telugus and translate it in English. V.M. :- In bommaga

kanvesthanam neekunthana raamvara maatrayam S.R. :- Call your wife to bedroom V.M. :- Bommaga kanvesthanam, kemma
raamvara parayaga maatrayam S.R. :- My wife is yelling that she does not want you to call her to your bedroom. Basically, they
are word play. A: Generally speaking, vennemaya in the sentence is a grammatical conjugation of veṇṇa This is not a proverbs
as such and not likely to be so in other languages. But you should be able to google vennemaya or vennemaya proverbs. It will

bring you some proverb collections related to vennemaya. You may want to consider this answer for a translation. Student
athletes in West Virginia are beginning to speak out after a recent proposal to raise the school’s minimum wage to $10.10 an
hour and $11.60 an hour by 2020 went down to defeat earlier this month. Legislation in the West Virginia state Senate would
have raised the minimum wage for high school and middle school teachers to $10.10 an hour, while state employees at higher

pay scales would have seen their wages go up to $12.20 an hour and $13.10 an hour by 2017 and 2020, respectively. Opponents
of the proposal say that it would result in higher costs for businesses and that it is less about helping to keep kids in school, and

more about enriching the pockets of the state’s teachers’ union. But some of the student athletes who are competing in high
school, including many who play on the football team, are speaking out and saying that they are upset about how their program
is being run. They are hoping that their voices will be heard by lawmakers, and that the proposal to raise wages for teachers will

be passed. A bipartisan group of West Virginia lawmakers put forth the proposal to raise wages for teachers. State Sen. John
Unger (D), who was the chief 82157476af
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